


Cryptocurrencies are reshaping the financial landscape through the utilization 
of advanced cryptography, facilitating secure transactions without dependenc
e on traditional intermediaries such as governments and financial institutions. 
At the core of this digital revolution lies the Blockchain, an immutable and tran
sparent public ledger serving as the cornerstone for securely recording and pr

eserving vital transaction data.

These digital assets come into being through the application of encryption alg
orithms. Operating both as a medium of exchange and a self-regulating virtual 
accounting system, cryptocurrencies possess the unique ability to function aut
onomously, negating the requirement for central authorities to validate transac
tions. To explore the realm of financial independence within this paradigm, indi
viduals must equip themselves with a cryptocurrency wallet, acting as their en

try point to this dynamic and decentralized
frontier.

The term "crypto" signifies emancipation from third-party control, simplifying tr
ansactions into straightforward online exchanges that only necessitate interne
t access. In sharp contrast to traditional fiat currencies like the Dollar, Yuan, or 
Euro, cryptocurrencies exist solely in digital form, lacking physical withdrawal l

ike cash, with
their value firmly rooted in the digital realm. Trust and transparency within the 
cryptocurrency ecosystem are established and preserved through the cryptog

raphic principles that underlie their fundamental existence.

LEADING IN



The HIRO Owl has spent a long time observing the uncertain w
orld of crypto from a galaxy far away from its home planet.

Now, having had enough, it embarks on a journey to Earth.

It is a hybrid of a Owl, a highly developed robot, a cybernetic or
ganism, and a technically modified biological life form.

The Owl has established its own token, safety
for all investors. The tokenomics have been refined to allow eve
ryone to invest with confidence, garnering attention with the go

al of reaching top positions among cryptocurrencies.

HIRO

SAFE HIRO



• Total Supply: 26,000,000,000
• Ecosystem 30% 7,800,000,000

• staking 20% 5,200,000,000
• Liquidity 15% 3,900,000,000

• Develoment 10% 2,600,000,000
• Team 8% 2,080,000,000

• Marketing 7% 1,820,000,000
• Partnership 5% 1,300,000,000

• Advisors 5% 1,300,000,000

TOKEN OMICS



PHASE ONE ✪ Development
✪ AUDIT, KYC/WHITEPAPER Presale / Fair Launch

Liquid Staking Pools → Coinmarketcap, CG Influencer / Callers / KOLS ✪
Trendings Everywhere Huge Marketing Campaigns ✪ Many Major CEX Li

stings

PHASE TWO
✪ Airdrops, Giveaways & Surprises Exciting P2E Games

✪ Hacken & CERTIK Audits Big Influencer Campaigns ✪ TOP Tier CEX L
istings Big Social Media Presence Various Ads Everywhere ✪ Special BS

C HIRO Lottery → Community Partnerships

PHASE THREE → Innovative Al Mobile App ✪ Exclusive Exchange Marke
ting NFT Collections On Opensea ✪ Special Novel HIRO Swap Web3

DAPPS, DAO, AI
✪ More Artifical Intelligence (AI) Apps → Modern And Unique HIRO DEX 

✪ HIRO Cryptoworld Takeover & Top 100 Cryptocurrency
→ Much More TBA - Stay Tuned

ROAD MAP



Staking, as a method, presents an opportunity to leverage your cryptocurr
ency holdings and earn additional rewards. Similar to earning interest on c
ash savings or receiving dividends from stock investments, staking enable

s you to passively accumulate more tokens over time.

Following the public launch of our project, we are thrilled to introduce our i
naugural staking pool. This pool will be accessible to all holders of HIRO t
okens who wish to participate, providing them with the means to earn addit
ional HIRO tokens as time progresses. Once a holder has staked their tok
ens, they maintain the flexibility to unstake them at their discretion, incurrin

g no additional costs or penalties.

Through staking, participants contribute to the security and stability of the 
HIRO network. Staking involves locking up a specific amount of tokens, ac
ting as collateral and aiding in validating transactions on the blockchain. T
his process fosters a resilient and robust ecosystem, motivating token hold

ers to actively participate and support the network's operations.

Staking offers an appealing opportunity for $HIRO token holders, allowing 
them not only to maintain a stake in the project but also to accumulate add
itional tokens over time. It provides a means to leverage existing holdings 
and potentially enhance the long-term value of one's investment. We are c
ommitted to delivering a seamless and user-friendly staking experience, e
nsuring that our community can actively participate and reap the benefits o

f their $HIRO token ownership.

STAKING



The surge of Play-to-Earn (P2E) has sent ripples through the NFT an
d crypto spheres, heralding a new epoch where gamers can translate 
their in-game endeavors into tangible real-world assets. P2E leverage
s blockchain-based games, employing non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to 
empower players in acquiring and trading unique in-game items acros

s diverse marketplaces, fostering a thriving gaming economy.

Excitement abounds as we unveil HIRO's immersive P2E game tod
ay. Crafted by our team of experts, this game transcends traditional g
aming, offering an immersive experience and a tangible use case for 
our project. It's more than just a game; it serves as a platform cultivati
ng a vibrant community, enabling like- minded individuals to partake in 
activities that yield mutual benefits and drive the exponential growth o

f HIRO.

Our P2E game is anything but ordinary. Boasting stunning visuals, cut
ting-edge graphics, and versatile in-game collectibles, it caters to both 
hardcore gamers and casual players alike. Rooted in the principles of 
equal opportunity, strategic skill, and a hint of luck, it revolutionizes th
e P2E landscape, presenting an innovative platform for gamers world

wide.

Prepare for an unmatched gaming expedition where boundless possi
bilities intertwine with captivating gameplay. Join us at HIRO as we re
define the gaming landscape and unlock the full potential of play-to-e

arn experiences.

P2E GAME



The landscape of cryptocurrency is currently experiencing a transformative shift, all th
anks to the advent of artificial intelligence (AI). With its exceptional capacity to handle 
vast amounts of real-time data, Al technology is empowering investors and traders by 
furnishing crucial insights and pinpointing lucrative opportunities. Moreover, Al is strea
mlining various processes within the industry, from trading to risk management, while 

reinforcing the security of blockchain-based
systems.

One of the standout advantages of Al in the crypto domain lies in its remarkable spee
d when dealing with extensive datasets. This agility proves invaluable in the swift and 
dynamic world of trading, where timing is paramount, and market conditions can rapid
ly fluctuate. Through the utilization of Al algorithms to analyze market data, traders ca
n gain profound insights into trends, enabling them to make well-informed decisions r

egarding optimal buying and selling
moments.

Al also assumes a pivotal role in enhancing the security of blockchain- based syste
ms. Despite the inherent security of decentralized systems, they are not immune to th
reats. Al can effectively identify potential security risks and proactively guard against t
hem. For example, machine learning algorithms excel at detecting suspicious patterns 
of activity on the blockchain, such as anomalous network behavior or large-scale tran

sactions.

As the crypto industry undergoes rapid expansion and increasing complexity, the dem
and for advanced Al-driven solutions will only intensify. HIRO fully acknowledges the v
ast potential of Al and has ambitious plans to integrate it into its core utility developme
nt roadmap. Upon the completion of crucial stages in the roadmap, HIRO will emerge 
as a dedicated platform for Al and machine learning (ML) researchers and develope

rs, furnishing them with a decentralized and open environment to design, test, and im
plement innovative models, applications, and algorithms. This seamless integration wi
ll herald a new era of innovation within the Memecoin space, pushing the boundaries 

of what is achievable.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE



Lottery tickets will be conveniently accessible for purchase on our 
website. Expect exciting draws multiple times a week, ensuring e

veryone enjoys an equal opportunity to participate.

Upon acquiring a lottery ticket, our system will dynamically gener
ate a random combination of numbers, automatically entering the 
participant into the draw. Alternatively, participants can manually s
elect custom numbers for a personalized touch. This unique num
ber combination will be compared to the winning numbers drawn, 
and the more matches achieved, the higher the winnings! Additio
nally, all participants stand a chance to win the JACKPOT, which 

will be enriched with extra tokens!

LOTTETY



Non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, stand as a transformative force in t
he digital asset landscape, distinguished by their unique digital si
gnatures that render them non-interchangeable. Encompassing a 
diverse range of digital forms, from captivating visuals to immersi
ve videos, NFTS provide a direct platform for artists and creators 

to connect with a global audience.

Prominent examples of NFTs include digital artwork, comics, spor
ts collectibles, in-game assets, and more, sparking a revolution in 
digital ownership. We are excited to unveil the introduction of HIR
O NFTS on the Opensea platform, establishing a two-way utility n
etwork that presents both benefits and investment opportunities.

Our vision extends beyond the conventional notions of supply an
d demand. We are meticulously curating NFT collections, each en
dowed with unique attributes that resonate with our community. A
s we navigate through the launch stages and project developmen
t, our commitment is to create NFTs with genuine use cases, a co

mmitment reflected in our marketing campaign.

Embark with us into the NFT realm, where creativity knows no bo
unds, and a realm of limitless possibilities awaits. The NFT revolu
tion is just commencing, and we proudly stand at the forefront, ac

tively shaping its future.

NFTS



Embark on an exhilarating journey alongside the $HIRO team, a collective 
of seasoned professionals boasting diverse expertise across the cryptocur
rency industry. Dedicated to delivering an outstanding Al technology, staki
ng, and NFT experience, our team's combined knowledge and experience 
propel our mission forward. Over the upcoming months and years, we aspi

re to foster a devoted community of HIRO holders.

Transparency and accessibility serve as the cornerstones of our operation
s. Proficient in multiple languages, our team members facilitate effective gl
obal communication. With our shared expertise and unwavering passion f
or the industry, we are confident in our ability to position HIRO as a promin

ent player in the cryptocurrency arena.

It's crucial to emphasize that this whitepaper has not undergone regulatory 
or legal review or endorsement. The information provided is not governed 
by specific laws or regulations and does not fall under the jurisdiction of an
y legal or regulatory entity. The publication and distribution of this whitepap
er are not constrained by legal requirements. We encourage you to approa
ch this information with an awareness of these circumstances and to make 

informed decisions accordingly.

TO CONCLUDE



HIRO DISCLAIMERS
Licenses and approvals are not guaranteed in all jurisdictions.
•HIRO (HIRO) intends to operate in full compliance with applicable laws
and regulations and to progressively obtain the necessary licenses and
approvals.
Licenses and/or regulatory approvals may be required in a number of 
countries . This means that the development and deployment of any 
of the initiatives described in this white paper will be subject to these
regulatory requirements.
It is not possible to guarantee, and no one is making any 
assurances, that such licenses or approvals will be obtained in 
any particular time frame or at all. As a result, the initiatives 
described in this white paper may not be available in some
markets.
This  may  require  a  restructuring  of  these  initiatives  and / or  their  
unavailability in some respects . In addition , the development of any 
initiative is intended to be implemented in stages.
During certain stages of development, the project may rely on 
relationships with certain licensed third party entities. HIRO will make
sure that the authorizations of these third parties are in order,

NO ADVICE
This white paper does not constitute investment advice or a
recommendation to  purchase the HIRO token from HIRO, its officers,
directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants and
should not be used in connection with any other contract or purchase
decision.



HIRO DISCLAIMERS
NO REPRESENTATION
This white paper is not a prospectus or financial services offering document and does 
not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, 
investment products, regulated products or financial instruments in any jurisdiction. 
HIRO tokens are not structured or sold as securities in HIROwners of HIRO tokens
are not entitled to any rights in HIRO or any of its affiliates, including any interest, 
stock, unit, capital royalty, profit, return or income in HIRO or any other company or
intellectual property associated with HIRO

NO REPRESENTATION
No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient of this white paper 
or its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of any information, statements, 
opinions, matters (express or implied) or arising from this content, derived from this 
white paper or from any omissions from this document or from any other information
, written or oral opinion provided now or in the future to any interested party.
HIRO tokens, as envisioned in this white paper, are under development and 
are constantly being updated, but not limited to key technical features.
HIRO tokens may differ significantly from the description in this white paper
No representation or warranty is made as to the realization or reasonableness of any 
future plans, projections or prospects and nothing in this document is or should be 
considered a promise or representation as to the future.
To the extent possible, we disclaim all liability for any loss or damage of any kind 
( whether foreseeable or not) that may result from the action of any person in 
reliance on the information and opinions contained in this white paper or any 
information made available as part of any further investigation, notwithstanding any 
negligence, defect or lack of care.



HIRO DISCLAIMERS
THIRD PARTY DATA
This white paper contains data and references obtained from third party
sources. While management believes this data to be accurate and reliable, 
it has not been independently audited, verified or analyzed by professional 
legal, accounting, technical or financial advisors. There is no guarantee as
to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the data.

TRANSLATIONS
This white paper and related documents are published in English. Any
translation is provided for reference purposes only and is not certified by
anyone. No guarantee can be made as to the accuracy or completeness of 
the translation.
The completeness of all translations in case of inconsistency between a
translation  and the French version of this white paper, the French version
prevails.

RESTRICTED TRANSMISSION
This white paper must not be taken or transmitted into any jurisdiction
where the distribution or dissemination of this white paper is prohibited

VIEWS OF HIRO
The views and opinions expressed in this white paper are those of HIRO 
and do not reflect the official policy or position of any government, quasi-
government, authority or public body (including, but not limited to, any
regulatory body of any  jurisdiction). This White Paper has not been
reviewed by any regulatory authority.



REFERENCES FROM THIRD PARTIES
References in this white paper to specific companies , networks and/or
potential use cases are for illustrative purposes only. The use of company 
and/or platform names and trademarks does not imply any affiliation ,  
recommendation or endorsement by those parties.
All references to "dollars", USD or "$" are references to U.S. 
dollars, unless otherwise noted.

GRAPHS
All graphics included in this white paper are for illustration purposes only.
In particular, graphics with price references do not represent actual pricing
information.

RISK STATEMENTS
Purchasing HIROchips involves significant risk and may result in the loss of 
a substantial portion or all of the amount committed. Before purchasing
HIROchips, you should carefully evaluate and consider these risks,

HIRO DISCLAIMERS



HIRO DISCLAIMERS
including those listed in any other documentation. A buyer should not
purchase HIROtokens for speculative or investment purposes. Buyers
should only purchase HIRO tokens if they fully understand the nature of
HIROtokens and accept the inherent risks

Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft by 
hackers or  other malicious groups or organizations who may attempt to
interfere with our system/network in a variety of ways, including
malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, 
Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing, which may result in the loss of 
your cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access or control 
your cryptographic tokens. In this case, there may be no recourse, and 
cryptographic token holders are not assured of recourse, refund or
compensation.
The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently 
unregulated, varies by jurisdiction and is subject to significant uncertainty. It 
is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules 
relating to  cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology or 
blockchain applications may be implemented that directly or indirectly
affect or restrict the right of holders of cryptographic tokens to acquire, own, 
hold, sell, convert, exchange or use cryptographic tokens.
Uncertainty in the tax laws relating to cryptographic tokens and digital 
assets may expose holders of cryptographic tokens to tax 
consequences related to the use or trading of cryptographic tokens.
Digital assets and related products and services involve significant risks.
Potential buyers should independently assess the nature of the risks 
and their own risk appetite and consult with their advisors before
making any decisions.



PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax specialist and/or other 
professional advisor as necessary before deciding to purchase
HIROtokens.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT 
REGARDING FORWARD- LOOKING
STATEMENTS
This white paper contains certain forward-looking statements that are 
based on HIRO's beliefs and on certain assumptions made by HIRO and 
information available to it. Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are
subject to significant risks and uncertainties.

Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions and
are subject  to risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and 
anticipation. As a result, these factors may cause actual results or 
outcomes to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking
statements. Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they
are made. We do not undertake to update any forward- looking statement 
to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which such statement 
is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.

HIRO DISCLAIMERS


